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3Key DMR add-on to
SignServer Enterprise
Remote digital signing enables users to create and validate digital
signatures independent of time and place. Thus, saving time and
improving quality compared to normal paper-based processes.
SignServer is a great solution for reliable and compliant centralized
signing operations. 3Key DMR add-on ensures visibility on enforced
security policies for each signature, including who signed what and when.
When providing a signing service, you need to ensure
security, compliance, and trust. With SignServer, you
can enforce security policies on the server, which
can be applied for different signature formats and
types, and you can define your own custom signing
output format besides the standard ones e.g. PAdES,
XAdES, CAdES, MS Authenticode, Timestamps, etc.

in time. You can focus on your digital signature
service and provide necessary information to IT
managers, executives, or your customers. When
providing Signing as a service, multi-tenancy helps
you to provide relevant data for different usecases
and clients without accessing the core of the
infrastructure.

The 3Key add-on to PrimeKey SignServer Enterprise
for dashboarding, monitoring, and reporting (DMR)
provides a comprehensive solution to visualize
digital signature operations and its attributes

3Key DMR Dashboards give you an overview of the
overall SignServer operations and health. With zoom
in/out and time travelling you can quickly access
details you need.

Switch to 3Key DMR Monitoring, and you have a
for your operation center, with quick access to
information. Identify a particular signing/validation
operation or system part efficiently and streamline
the incident response procedures to minimizes costs.
Prepare and distribute Reporting. There is a different
information requirement when you need to report
the SignServer operations to your customers or your
management. All of these are now easily configured
in the 3Key DMR add-on and scheduled to be
distributed on a regular basis.
With properly defined and executed monitoring you
can configure alerts, people to notify and actions
can be taken. This is useful when keeping track of
security sensitive changes in the infrastructure, such
as changes in algorithms or policies.
You can optionally use machine learning and react
on unpredictable situations, which protects you from
unexpected outages and failures.
3Key DMR add-on to SignServer provides you with
all you need for effective remote signing solution
management. It is available for SignServer Software

Benefits
See all signing and system operations
Regardless of when you start using the 3Key
add-on.
Out-of-the-box deployment
Use pre-defined and tailored templates or define
your own.
Dashboards
Get the overview you need on activities within
your signing solution.
Monitoring
Enable real-time monitoring of signing attributes
or system performance in one place.
Reporting
Predefined and customer reports available.
Alerting
Define and schedule alerts to be aware of
changes and sustain compliance.
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About 3Key Company
3Key Company possesses a great ability to apply
knowledge, experience, and skills to create unique
solutions that anyone can rely on. The focus is put on
information security, data intelligence, and consulting.
3Key Company helps to streamline business activities
and protect critical assets. Trusted and recognized
professionals with innovative technologies can show you
how to improve performance and reduce costs.
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About PrimeKey
PrimeKey is one of the world’s leading companies for
PKI and digital signing solutions. Deployed as software,
appliance or cloud, our products EJBCA and SignServer
deliver the capability to implement an enterprise grade
PKI system ready to support solutions such as IoT, e-ID,
e-Passports, authentication, digital signatures, code
signing, digital identities, and validation; all solutions where
digital certificates would be a main enabler.

